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TEMPEST 2000 
We might laugh at the tragedy of Jaguar owners, but they've always exclusively owned one of the greatest games ever made - Tempest 
2000. Except now It's coming to Saturn. Poor old Jaguar owners, hahahahaaa! 

The Jaguar's most playable game blasts its way onto Saturn... 
and it's an audio-visual apocalypse of epic proportions! 
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BATMAN FOREVER 





DOOM 
it's the game that launched an entire genre. And now, after much umming, ahhing and basic procrastination, it's finally about ready to 
appear on the Saturn. The game? Why - it's Doom of course! 
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DIE HARD TRILOGY 

Die Hard Trilogy is actually three games 
in one - a Thrillogy, if you will. 
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[PARK SAVIOR_ 
After what seems like millenia of waiting, we can now reveal an almost totally complete version of Dark Savior, which should he on the 
shelves by February at the latest! Hurrah! 
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Another month, another 0*A, hosted as ever by your editor, Richard 
Leadbetter with able assists on the Sega bits by le fromage grande Mark 
Maslowicz. This month's mailbag was quite dull actually. Please think of some 
interesting questions, preferably not Involving Psygnosls' Formula One or Manx 
IT Superbike. Send those extremely courteous and thought-provoking missives 
on their way to: LET THERE BE HO DOUBTS ABOUT MY SKILLS Q*A, SEGA SATURH 
MAGAZINE, Priory Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane, London EC1R 3AU. Once again, 
please be interesting. I'm dying here. 





VIRTUAL INSANITY 
Yet another brilliant coin-op conversion blasts on Sega Saturn courtesy of the 
world renowned AM departments! This time, AM3 deliver the goods with the ulti¬ 
mate robot battler, Virtual On. Join RICHARD LEADBETTER as we jump into the 
dark future of the Virtual Century! 
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VIRTUAROID TECHNICAL READOUT #8: 
RAIDEN (HVB-OS-E) 

U» s- 

P MLimT 'iq 
STAGE: DEATH TRAP 
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When you 
subscribe to Sega Saturn Magazine 
Complete the form and send with payment to: sjmsjtmas ~ 

Sega Saturn, Subs Dept, Tower Publishing, Tower House, Sovereign . C^gfil fl’CS'N 
Park, Lathkill Street, Market Harborough, Leicester LE16 9EF or if jjJ j 
you wish to pay by CREDIT CARD call our SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE 
on 01858 435350 between the hours of 9.30am-5pm 
quoting source and offer codes. ^ 

Christmas NiGHTS is upon us and it’s really rather excellent 7 
indeed. A whole four courses (plus obligatory boss) of yuletide 
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BLAST CHAMBER 
Ask any spectator at a municipal fireworks display and they'll tell you that nothing beats a good bang. But if that's the case, how come 
this explosion-based game isn't more fun? 
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NHL HOCKEY '97 
Electronic Arts initiate their barrage of sports titles on the Saturn - here's a conversion of one of their most respected of Megadrive 
titles... And it's all in 3D! 
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SEGA AGES 
Sega's latest arcade conversions finally hit home! So what do we have? Virtua Fighter 3? GunBlade NY? Last Bronx perhaps? No. Try 
timewarping bach into the last decade and checking oot the delights of Space Harrier. Afterburner and OutRun! 

In their day. these games were the equivalent to VF3 in 
terms of technical innovation. And they were produced by AM2 as well! 





MIGHTY HITS 
The Virtua Gun renaissance continues. As if Virtua Cop 2 wasn't enough, Sega have seen fit to support its plastic sharp-shooter with 
Mighty Hits, an intriguing collection of games that may well make your head hurt. 





TETRIS PLUS_ 
It's Tetris, that simple-yet-brilliant block-arranging puzzle game. What more can we possibly tell you? V'know, Tetris, that game that 
everyone can whistle the music to. It's Tetris for chrissakes. Read on. 
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IKRAZY IVAN 
Big robot plos big gun eguals big success, according to Psygnosis. But maybe not, necessarily. Right here is where we find out the 
truth behind this recently-contrived gaming adage. 
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I TUNNEL B1 
So... Descent meets Doom meets WipeOut eh? That's what we'd been tnld to expect with the now legendary Tunnel B1. Well it isn't that, 
but it's still not bad... 







The only way to really play Madden is against other people, f 
and in that respect Madden ‘97 seems flawless. 



I JEWELS OF THE ORACLE 
Who is the Oracle? And what's the big deal with his jewels? It's a baffling mystery that only you - YES. YOU! - can solve! No, there's no 
getting out of it, so just sit down, shut up and get on with it. 
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SEGA SATURN" tips 





-OPERATED 
I This year once again saw the greatest in arcade shows, with the 34th Amusement Machine Show (JAMMA). At the 
I Makuhari Messe, outside Tokyo, the world's gaming elite gathered to display their latest coin-ops to the world. 
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